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Editor: Caryl Simpson 
caryl@simtronics.co.nz  

Website: 
www.zl2ks.org.nz 

General Meeting;........ Nov 11, 1930hrs - EOC  
Social Group; ............. Nov 18, The Vines, Redwood 
Committee Meeting; .. Nov 25, 1930hrs - EOC 

1. Graeme McKay; Things in Orbit, Part 2 ............ 11 Nov 
 - Asteroids (Part 1 was Satellites) 

2. Christmas meeting/gathering ............................ 9 Dec 

3. Club BBQ  ......................................................... Jan 

4. Proposed HamCram ............................. 2-3 April 2022 

VHF - USB Net Wednesdays 1930 
144.150MHz 

VHF Mondays 1930 hrs 
146.950MHz, 145.600MHz, 

147.225MHz 
Net Controller; Rob Carter, ZL2IW 

MONTHLY BULLETIN 
 MARLBOROUGH AMATEUR RADIO CLUB INC. P.O. BOX 432 BLENHEIM NZ 

November Level November Level November Level November Level 2222    2021202120212021 

WE HAVE A WINNER! 

Congratulations to Neil Shepherd for winning the 2021 Constructor’s Award with his single transistor 
crystal oscillator transmitter. We had a record 7 entrants with 18 entries! 

Neil was one of Neville’s band of merry men who were tasked with building an oscillator. His was not the only one 
entered but both judges immediately liked the way he did it in the spirit of Ham radio - that is building something 
for almost nothing. 

Neville supplied the parts for the oscillators as he had purchased them in bulk, and the design, then left them to it 
after a couple of Zoom conversations. 
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MARLBOROUGH AMATEUR RADIO CLUB GENERAL MEETING 
EOC 14 October 2021 at 19:30 Hours 

 

Present: John Errington (Chair), Don Laing (Secretary), Ken Hynds (Treasurer), Grant & Caryl Simpson, Gerard 
Van Antwerpen, Ian Conway, Graeme McKay, Greg Barton, Stuart Watchman, John Neal, Bill Cousins, Neil 
Shepherd, Don Jamison, David Rothwell, Paul Rennie, Nick Batt, Neville Marr 
Health & Safety Covid Level 2 requirements apply 
 

Apologies: Ken Menzies, Derek Harding 
 

Correspondence: 
Inward -  “Thank You” card from Girl Guides for $100 donation  
 Sarah Silverstar query as to how to get Amateur license 
Outward -  VCC booking room for HamCram April 2022 
 G. Simpson confirming NZART excluding the non-functioning Kaikoura APRS Digipeater from NZART 
 Call Book repeater maps 
 

Finance: TOTAL $24,266.86 
Treasurer concerned that presently only 1 annual fund raising activity instead of previous 3 causing negative cash 
flow. 
An application to Pub Charity is being prepared for AREC equipment. 
Motion; Moved that the Marlborough Amateur Radio Club apply to Pub Charity Limited for a Grant of $6535.80 to 
cover the costs of aerial poles, a field radio and a generator. Move J. Errington / Second D. Laing / Carried ALL 
 

Members: 51 (+1 but yet to receive sub) 
 

Matters Arising: Covered in General Business 
REPORTS 
Repeater: 

Ned - Background noise reduced at present. Noise may originate from adjacent MDC data link equipment 
which may have reduced operation since recent floods. GS 
Repeater needs to be brought down to reduce sensitivity and standardise software. GS 
Brayshaw Park - Alternative Internet link operational after discovered that new installed Ubiquiti Masthead 
unit was faulty and replaced with original. Should get refund for this unit. Issues still with MVFMS site as they 
have installed another conflicting Wi-Fi system. DL 
Ward - Link audio now seems to be working 
Need to uplift repeater for minor mods and standardise upgrade when access available GS/PR 
Kaikoura - Morse tail signal issue resolved so repeater ready for installation and trip can be arranged. 

 

SAR / AREC PR 
 Call out in September for missing boy who was eventually found in Renwick 
 National AREC meeting held at Murchison last weekend 9~10 October attended by Graeme McKay & Paul 

Rennie 
 

GENERAL BUSINESS: 
Reverse Beacon Project; Proposal for a Reverse Beacon project using a SDR receiver beacon linked an internet 
site that enables checking the quality of transmitted signals. Funding is available. 
Interested persons please contact Gerard van Antwerpen to form a team to investigate further. 
 

Chorus Collocated repeater sites; Advised by S. Watchman that ongoing negotiation is continuing with NZART 
regarding tenure & site access. NZART is to be approached first regarding any issues regarding these sites to 
avoid any conflicts especially regarding the negotiations. 
 

Events 
Nov 2021  Graeme McKay 
Dec 2021  Christmas Gathering 
Jan 2022  Club picnic 
Feb 2022  TBA 
Mar 2022  AGM 
April 2022  HamCram confirmed to be held 2nd & 3rd April 2022 

 

Meeting closed 20:10  
Next meeting – 11 November 2021 
 

Constructors Award 
Construction entries were submitted by Don Laing, Gerard van Antwerpen, Neil Shepherd, Ian Conway, Greg 
Barton, Neville Marr & John Errington with several having multiple entries resulting in the most that have been 
seen for some time. 
After careful consideration by the adjudicators, David Rothwell & Grant Simpson, the Award was given to Neil 
Shepherd for his CW hand-held transmitter. 

Anyone else feel like 
Halloween was unnecessary 

this year?  
We’d been wearing masks 

and eating sweets for several 
months already! 



MARLBOROUGH AMATEUR RADIO CLUB COMMITTEE MEETING 
via Zoom 28th October 2021 at 19:30 Hours 

 

Present: John Errington (Chair), Grant Simpson, Don Laing, Ken Hynds, Graeme McKay, Bill Cousins, Paul 
Rennie 
 

Apologies: Nick Batt 
 

Health & Safety: Nothing to report 
 

Confirmation of last Committee meeting minutes: Confirmed as correct  Moved JE, Seconded DL, Passed 
 

Matters Arising: None 
 

Correspondence: 
Inward: 
 26/09/21 Sarah Silverstar inquiry on obtaining Amateur radio license 
 18/10/21 NZART Letter of Affiliation 
 26/10/21 Neville Marr re desoldering station repair costs 
 27/10/21 Pub Charity grant application compliance status 
 28/10/21 NZART / Stuart Watchman re Digipeater at Jamies Knob Chorus site 
Outward: 
 27/10/21 Sarah Silverstar acknowledgement and invitation to monthly general meeting 
 29/09/21 VCC request to use their facilities for HamCram April 2022 
 16/10/21 Pub Charity grant application submission 
 17/10/21 NZART request for letter of affiliation 
 

Matters Arising: 
 Desoldering station repairs – agreed to offer cost reimbursement. 
 To advise members that defective Club equipment needs to be advised to a committee member to 

ascertain repairs. 
 Pub Charity Grant Application – notified non-compliant issues being addressed 
 Jamies Knob digipeater – await site access via Downer to assess & photograph 

 

Finance: Total Membership 50 No change Total funds $24,266.86 
Nanostation payment has been reversed 
No subs have been received from Deon Erwin living in South Africa 
 

EVENTS 
Ham Cram: 
 One replacement tutor required. To ask for volunteer at next General Meeting. 
 One of the two candidates who didn’t get to last session has reapplied. 

 

Repeaters & Systems: 
 Kaikoura Fully bench tested. When Ward repeater recovered need to check interface GS 
 Ward Repeater to be recovered. Site access to be confirmed PR 

 

AREC 
 Paul R & Graeme M attended AREC training course at Murchison 9~11 Oct. 
 SAR training exercise 19~20 Nov at Mill Flat, Pine Valley. 
 There have been resignations from the Nelson AREC team 

 

Speaker Schedule: 
November  Graeme 
December  Christmas function (Interface notification) 
Feb ‘22  Videos? 
Mar ‘22  AGM 

 

GENERAL BUSINESS: 
 Agreed to send $100 gift vouchers to property owners at Ward & Picton repeater sites 

 Moved PR, Seconded JE, Passed 
 MARC 90th Anniversary - this will happen in 2022 

Dinner suggested as done for 80th. 
 Club history records to be investigated & updated. Don Jamieson may be able to help  Action DL 
 2022 Wine Festival & Grape Ride status – To follow up with Stuart W  Action JE 

 

Meeting Closed: 20:40 
 

Next Committee Meeting 25th November 2021 
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I just burned 2,000 calories!  
That’s the last time I leave brownies in the oven while I nap. 
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CONSTRUCTOR’S AWARD 
 

As stated on the front page, we had a record 7 entrants with 18 entries between them! I tried my best to 
photograph them the right way around/up but as I had no idea what any of them were, I apologise if I’ve got any of 
them wrong. According to my information, entrants and entries were as follows, in order of presentation; 
John Errington - made a miniature phone charger and a wide voltage range regulator. I think the circuit diagrams 
also on show were for these. 
Don Laing - presented his VK5TM Noise Canceller, complete with the paperwork on where he got the details 
from on the internet. 
Neville Marr - set an example to his Merry Men by building an oscillator and direct conversion receiver (the latter 
still in development). He also had an old flatbed scanner converted into a UV light source for PC board etching 
using the photoresist method. 
Gerard Van Antwerpen - was his usual busy self with multiple entries. He had a kitset QCX-mini transceiver, an 
antenna tuner, antenna switch, 2 CW paddles and an analogue UTC time difference indicator. 
Neil Shepherd - One of our newest members and a first time entrant, showed us his club build oscillator and a 
long wire antenna transformer. 
Ian Conway - had a little red box which was a Smartlock for an SG 230 auto tuner. He too offered a club build 
oscillator and an audio amplifier for his club build direct conversion receiver. 
Greg Barton - another newer member and first time entrant also had a club build oscillator. 
 

As you can tell, the main reason for the good number of entries was Neville calling out to members to join his 
Home Brew group and actually build something! He had a good response and they have all been enjoying 
themselves by the look of it. 
Neville also gave a small rant at the meeting about documenting the 40 year history of the Constructor’s Award 
and putting it on the club website. He also suggested recording things like founding members, club presidents, 
club members who have served on the NZART executive and putting all that on the website too. 
As the club turns 90(?) next year it would be a good time to do all this before it’s too late. 

John with 
his charger 

John’s Charger 

Don with 
his Noise 
Canceller 

Don’s Noise 
Canceller 

Neville with his 
entries 

 
(close-up below) 

Nev’s 
converted 

flatbed 
scanner 

Above and right; Gerard with his 
antenna switch and kitset QCX-mini 

transceiver  

everyone 



Here’s a closer look at Gerard’s entries. I am sorry I 
did not get a separate photo of his CW paddles as 
they looked like they were beautifully made. 
Front left; kitset QCX-mini transceiver  
Front right; analogue UTC time difference indicator  
Mid left; Antenna switch 
Mid right;  antenna tuner  
Back; 2 CW paddles  

Neil on the right with a close up of his build above 

Above is Ian with his Smartlock for an SG 230 auto 
tuner and oscillator with his unfinished audio amplifier in 

front of the Smartlock to show his next project. 

Greg’s J-pole, 
which he uses for 
UHF/VHF.  
It wasn’t entered 
in the Award but 
I’m showing it 
anyway. 

Greg’s oscillator 

Didn’t manage to 
get a pic of Greg 
with his oscillator 

unfortunately 
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CWOps CW ACADEMY 
 

This morning was my last zoom meeting for the 8 week long CWOps Advanced course that I managed to get a 
spot in. After following the Intermediate course syllabus last year on my own, I was now able to fit in a class, so 
got the benefit of having class mates and twice weekly zoom meetings with them and our Advisor (actually 2 as 
there was an assistant advisor as well). 
 

The intention was that there were 5 students in the class, but 1 never started, and 1 had to pull out after a couple 
of weeks due to some medical problem. So in the end it was me and 2 others, both USA based, with our advisors 
being from the UK. The first few weeks meant an early start for me at 0600, part of the joy of living in a time zone 
12 hours of UTC. Daylight saving made things a bit more bearable (0700 start), but did mean an early rush out of 
class to get to work in time! 
 

The course is quite intense with homework for 6 days of the week, which takes between 30 and 60 minutes. 
Homework is focused on head-copy and also contest working. We used some excellent free computer software 
for this, including the fascinating Morse Runner program. Morse Runner is a radio simulator, and provides a super 
realistic way to practice for contests, but also just general cw practice. We had to do up to an hour on this at the 
end of the course, making about 60 contacts, including pile-up, repeats, dups and the like. 
During the meetings we discussed any problems found from the homework and we did head-copy / memory 
training by sending a list round and round adding one item at a time. Then a general qso was held, as it was only 
3 of us we did a 3-way. But early on pairs were sent off into separate meeting rooms. 
 

The CW Operators Club (CWOps) is an American Club focused on promoting and keeping cw alive through 
events and providing training. The courses are very popular and are available to anyone, anywhere at no cost! 
Membership has the requirement to be able to operate at 25 wpm and they have a nomination/sponsor system. 
The aim is to get members that operate, not just have an interest in cw. 
 

While it was never my intention to become a member, as I thought I’d not be good enough (more on this attitude 
below!) to get anyone to nominate me, we (all 3 students) were nominated by our advisor and got sponsored by 
some other club members we had on-air contacts with. So now I’m CWOps member #3028! 
 

I thoroughly recommend the course to anyone genuinely wanting to improve their cw, the class environment is a 
good motivator and while the 8 weeks is quite long it helps to get lasting improvement. I was one of many ‘not-yet-
good-enough’ people that wanted to use cw but always though I wasn’t quite there yet. Well, keep thinking like 
that and it will never happen for sure! So when tuning around the band now I still hear plenty of cw operators way 
better than me, but I also know that I am actually good enough to make plenty of nice contacts, that people are 
happy to slow down if needed and that everyone was a beginner at one time. 
 

An excellent way to get some cw exposure for 15 minutes a day, on a fixed time, every weekday if you want, is to 
listen on 3535 kHz at 2100 NZ time for the NZ Net. It follows a fixed pattern so you can pick it up fairly easy. 
Speed is not excessive at 20 wpm and after a listening for a while why not check in? Again a fixed pattern that 
you can write down and send, without even the need to reply to any awkward questions. 
If you are interested and want any more information please let me know. 
 

- Gerard, ZL2GVA 
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